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a b s t r a c t

The entirety of Aegean Sea Islands, including Crete, is characterized during the last decade by a consid-
erable annual increase of the electrical power demand exceeding the 5% in annual basis. This continuous
amplifying electricity consumption is hardly fulfilled by several outmoded internal combustion engines
usually at a very high operational cost. On the other hand most of the islands possess high wind potential
that may substantially contribute in order to meet the corresponding load demand. However, in this case
some wind energy absorption problems related with the collaboration between wind parks and the local
electricity production system cannot be neglected. In this context, the present study is devoted to real-
istically estimating the maximum wind energy absorption in autonomous electrical island networks.
For this purpose a new reliable and integrated numerical algorithm is developed, using the available
information of the corresponding electricity generation system, in order to calculate the maximum
acceptable wind power contribution in the system, under the normal restrictions that the system man-
ager imposes. The proposed algorithm is successfully compared with existing historical data as well as
with the results of a recent investigation based almost exclusively on the existing wind parks energy
production.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wind energy applications are recently characterized as an eco-
nomic attractive solution for the urgent electrification problem of
most Aegean Sea Islands, especially in regions with high or med-
ium high wind potential [1–3]. On the other hand, the fluctuation
of daily and seasonal electricity load in almost all island grids leads
to substantial wind energy penetration limits [4,5], especially dur-
ing the low consumption periods of the year. This paradoxical sit-
uation, i.e. ‘‘desperate” need of additional power [6] during the
summer and electricity production rejection during the rest of
the year, influences negatively the financial efficiency of the exist-
ing wind parks [7] and discourages the new investors of the sector
[8].

One of the most interesting case studies [9,10] concerning the
incorporation problems of wind parks in an autonomous electrical
network, is the island of Crete. As in most islands, the electricity
demand in Crete strongly varies during the year, see for example
Fig. 1. In an attempt to meet the continuously increasing (on an-
nual basis) electricity demand of the existing autonomous electri-
cal grids, several outmoded internal combustion engines are
ll rights reserved.

: +30 210 5381467.
utilized to cover base load [11]. For technical reasons, all these en-
gines have specific power outlet minima, which cannot be violated
without endangering the existing equipment. As a result, during
very low consumption periods no wind power contribution is pos-
sible, since the entire system base load units should operate at
power level higher than their technical minima.

In addition, even in high load demand periods the island electri-
cal networks manager (i.e. the Greek Public Power Corporation or
PPC) defines an instantaneous upper wind energy penetration limit
‘‘k” [12] in order to protect the local grid stability, in case that the
wind energy production is suddenly zeroed. This properly selected
value permits the operating thermal power units to replace the
wind power contribution without overloading problems or electri-
cal system voltage and frequency fluctuations and dipping.

Finally, additional wind energy rejection is evident in cases that
serious failures of the local grid branches are taken place or the
quality of the wind energy production is not in accordance with
the existing standards, i.e. high demand of reacting power, load
phase asymmetry, system short-circuit, flicker etc. [13]. These
problems are more frequent when stall control wind turbines are
operating, while there are almost negligible for variable speed-
pitch control machines.

For all the above presented reasons, serious wind energy rejec-
tion was encountered during the last five years, see for example
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Nomenclature

ND local network load demand (kWe)
Nf

i historical data concerning the wind energy absorption
by the local network (kWe)

Nr
i predicted (expected) wind energy absorption by the lo-

cal network (kWe)
N�i rated power of wind park ‘‘i” (kWe)
Nmin technical minima of thermal power stations of the net-

work (kWe)
Nw wind energy production (kWe)
N�w maximum permitted wind energy absorption by the lo-

cal network (kWe)

dN wind energy curtailment due to the operational prob-
lems of the local network (kWe)

DNw wind power rejection (curtailment) by the local electri-
cal network (kWe)

e discrepancy between the expected (predicted) and the
real wind energy absorption by the local electrical net-
work (kWe)

k upper wind energy participation limit in the instanta-
neous load demand

mi the contribution of wind park ‘‘i” in the total wind en-
ergy generation
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Fig. 2, which is continuously increasing on annual basis. In this
context, the present study is devoted to realistically estimating
the maximum acceptable wind energy absorption (and hence the
minimum wind energy rejection) in autonomous electrical island
networks. For this purpose a new reliable and integrated numerical
algorithm is developed, using the available information of the cor-
responding electricity generation system (EGS), in order to calcu-
late the maximum acceptable wind power contribution to the
system, under the normal restrictions that the system manager im-
poses. The proposed algorithm is successfully compared with
existing historical data as well as with the results of a parallel
investigation based almost exclusively on the energy behaviour
of wind parks [14].

Accordingly, comparing the real wind energy absorption by the
local system and the maximum permitted one, it is possible to lo-
cate either specific technical problems of the local grid branches or
unreasonable settings concerning the wind energy absorption
upper limit by the system operator. In any case, further examina-
tion is required to maximize the clean wind energy penetration
in the corresponding electrical systems, minimizing also the wind
energy investors’ financial loss.

On top of this, one of the most advantageous characteristics of
the developed algorithm is its capability to be extended in the near
future in order to predict the expected maximum wind energy
absorption under specific EGS situations, including grid stability
constraints.
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Fig. 1. Daily electrical load variatio
2. Existing situation of Crete Island electricity generation
system

2.1. Thermal power stations of Crete Island

Crete Island electricity generation system is based, since its
foundation in mid-sixties, on oil-fired thermal power units located
either near Chania (west of Crete) or at Linoperamata (location out-
side of Heraklion), see Fig. 3. Recently, two internal combustion en-
gines (2 � 51 MW) started their operation in the new
Atherinolakkos power station. The official capacity of the local
EGS is 742.9 MW, although the real power of the system is
693 MW for winter and 652 MW for summer operation. As it is
obvious from Fig. 3 the conventional thermal power stations
(TPS) are not equally distributed throughout the island, since al-
most 320 MW (real winter capacity) of thermal power is located
in West Crete and the rest 260 MW (real winter capacity) in the
middle of the island. To face this problem, the new (200 MW)
TPS of Atherinolakkos is situated in SE of Crete.

According to official data [6,15] the local EGS is based (see also
Table 1) on six (6) relatively outmoded steam turbines of total
capacity amounting at 111.25 MW, operating since the seventies
in Linoperamata TPS, one combined cycle power unit of 135 MW
located in Chania and four (4) internal combustion engines (diesel
units) of 49 MW operating since 1990 at Linoperamata. The techni-
cal minima of all these units are approximately 100 MW, excluding
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Fig. 2. Wind energy rejection per installed MW for the wind parks of Crete Island.
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Fig. 3. Existing wind farms and fossil-fuel fired power stations location in Crete.
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the annual service periods, while their mean specific fuel con-
sumption (SFC) of heavy-oil (mazut) is almost 350 g/kW h.

In order to cover the surplus power demand, 11 gas turbine
generators (by the end of 2004) of rated power of 345 MW operate
in the island, in excess of the two gas turbines of the combined cy-
cle. The corresponding mean specific fuel consumption (diesel-oil)
is quite high, exceeding in several cases the 450 g/kW h, Table 1.

Finally, the Atherinolakkos new station is based on two internal
combustion engines of 2 � 51 MW and two steam turbines of
2 � 50 MW. However, the erection of this new station was strongly
opposed by the local inhabitants, on the basis of environmental im-
pacts [16]. Consequently, the first two engines (2 � 51 MW) were
brought into operation during 2004, while the full operational year
of the Atherinolakkos TPS has officially been transferred to 2006.
Additionally, the Greek Regulatory Authority of Energy (RAE) re-
cently called for tenders in order to build a new TPS of approxi-
mately 220 MW near the city of Rethimno [6]. The whole
procedure is about to start and the authors estimate the operation
of Rethimno TPS not earlier than 2008.

Taking into consideration the touristic character of the island
and the overall economic development, serious power insuffi-
ciency problems appear, especially during the summer, dictating
expensive solutions for coping with the peak power load, mainly
due to the overuse of the gas turbine generators. To get a
clear-cut picture of the problem importance one may examine
in Fig. 4 the monthly wide minimum and maximum load
demand during 2002 along with the corresponding maximum
rated power of the local system thermal power units, Table 1
(6th column). Based on the sited data, the summer peak load de-
mand is hardly covered by the existing TPS, operating in lower –
by almost 10% – capacity due to the engine cooling problems. This
fact underlines the remarkable power contribution of the existing
wind parks, which have a share in facing peak load demand situ-
ations along with their contribution to the fuel saving. In addition,
even during winter time, the utilization of high operational cost
gas turbines is obligatory so as to meet the daily load demand,
Table 1.

2.2. Electricity consumption time variation in Crete Island

Using official long-term data (1975–2004) concerning the Crete
EGS [15] several conclusions may be drawn, see also Fig. 5, i.e.:



Table 1
Crete Island electricity generation system (EGS), end 2004.

Unit type Location Fuel used Start up time Rated power (MW) SFC (g/kW h) Techn. minimum (MW)

1 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1965 6.2 366 4
2 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1970 15.0 330 7
3 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1970 15.0 330 7
4 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1977 25.0 285 12
5 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1981 25.0 285 18
6 Steam turbine L–H Mazut 1981 25.0 285 18
7 Diesel engine L–H Mazut 1989 12.3 200 3
8 Diesel engine L–H Mazut 1989 12.3 200 3
9 Diesel engine L–H Mazut 1990 12.3 200 3
10 Diesel engine L–H Mazut 1990 12.3 200 3
11 Gas turbine L–H Diesel 1973 16.3 450 3
12 Gas turbine L–H Diesel 1974 16.3 450 3
13 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1969 16.2 540 3
14 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1979/85 24.0 450 3
15 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1979/87 36.0 450 3
16 Steam turbine Ch Diesel 1993 44.4 250 18
17 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1992 45.0 380 7
18 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1992 45.0 380 7
19 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1998 59.40 315 8
20 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 1998 59.40 315 8
21 Gas turbine L–H Diesel 1982/01 15.50 270 3
22 Gas turbine L–H Diesel 2002 43.30 270 5
23 Gas turbine L–H Diesel 2003 30.00 300 4
24 Gas turbine Ch Diesel 2003 30.00 300 4
25 Diesel engine A Diesel 2004 51.00 210 12.3
26 Diesel engine A Diesel 2004 51.00 210 12.3

Total 742.9

*The units (1–6 and 16–18) are used to cover base load.
**The units 16, 17 and 18 constitute a combined cycle system.
***‘‘L–H” is the Linoperamata TPS at Heraklion, ‘‘Ch” is Chania TPS and ‘‘A” is Atherinolakkos TPS.
+The engines 7–15 and 19–22 normally should not be used to cover base load.
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– There has been a considerable annual increase of electricity
demand approaching the 7% during the last decade (1996–
2005), when the corresponding national figure is 3.5%. As a
result, the annual energy consumption during 2005 surpassed
the 2650 GW h in comparison with the modest 280 GW h of
1975.

– The corresponding power increase was also high, since the offi-
cial hourly peak load demand appearing during August 2005 has
been 571 MW, more than 10-times the value of 1975.
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Fig. 4. Monthly variation of minimum and maximum electrical energy demand for Crete
– Due to the development of the tertiary sector, i.e. services, com-
merce and primarily tourism, a high seasonal variation of elec-
tricity demand has been encountered during the last years. For
example, the (1998–2004) mean monthly electricity demand
of summer (�250 GW h) was more than 50% higher than the
corresponding winter one (�150 GW h). In addition, comparing
the mean hourly load demand variation between the four sea-
sons of a typical year (Fig. 6), one may easily conclude that there
was a considerable electricity generation diversification
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between the year periods (e.g. summer versus other seasons).
However, even during the low consumption periods of the year,
the minimum load demand was greater than the local EGS tech-
nical minimum (i.e. 100 MW).

2.3. Crete Island wind power stations

It is widely accepted that Crete possesses very high wind poten-
tial [17–19], while the wind energy exploitation activities started
since mid eighties [20]. Taking also into account the size of the is-
land (4th biggest of Mediterranean) and the rather good infrastruc-
ture situation, as well as the definitely positive attitude of local
people towards wind energy applications [21], wind energy was
characterized as an advantageous option to meet the increased
electricity demand requirements of local economy.
As a result, a remarkable wind park installation activity has
started since 1992, leading by 2004 to the existence of 16 wind
power stations of rated power 90 MW (end of 2004), Table 2. More
specifically, four of the island wind farms belong to local electricity
utility (PPC), two wind parks belong to local municipalities and the
rest installations (representing almost the 87% of the island capac-
ity) were erected by private investors. Up to now the centre of
wind energy production is the East part of the island (Lasithi pre-
fecture), although recently significant investment interest is ex-
pressed for the other parts of the island, see Table 3. According
to the available information ten new wind parks are under plan-
ning for the near future (realization time up to 2008) pushing
the total wind power of the area above 120 MW. For the entirety
of these new wind parks a substantial subsidy (approximately
30–40% of the initial capital to be invested) has been approved
either via the National Competitiveness Program (Ministry of



Table 2
Existing wind parks in Crete Island (end of 2004).

Location Prefecture Owner Start up
time

Rated
power
(MW)

Turbines
number
(kW)

1 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1993 5.10 17 � 300
2 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1993 1.00 2 � 500
3 Toplou Lasithi PPC 1995 0.50 1 � 500
4 Xirolimni Lasithi PPC 2000 10.20 17 � 600
5 Mitato Lasithi Private 1998 10.20 17 � 600
6 Chandras Lasithi Private 1999 9.90 18 � 550
7 Meg. Vrisi Heraklio Private 1999 4.95 9 � 550
8 Achladia Lasithi Private 1999 10.00 20 � 500
9 Anemoessa Lasithi Private 1999/2000 5.00 10 � 500
10 Krya Lasithi Private 1999/2000 10.00 20 � 500
11 Plativolo Lasithi Munic.-Priv. 2000 2.50 5 � 500
12 Mare Lasithi Municipality 1993 0.5 1 � 500
13 Vrouchas Lasithi Private 2003 7.65 9 � 850
14 Xirolimni Lasithi Private 2004 3.0 5 � 600
15 Plativolo Lasithi Private 2004 3.0 4 � 750
16 Krousona Heraklio Private 2004 5.95 7 � 850

Table 3
New planned wind parks in Crete Island (end of 2004).

Location Prefecture Owner Start up time Rated power (MW)

1 Xirolimni Lasithi PPC 2005 3.0
2 Epanosifi Heraklio Private 2005 6.3
3 Modi Lasithi Private 2006 2.7
4 Ierapetra Lasithi Private 2006 4.6
5 Mires Heraklio Private 2007 5.2
6 Platanos Chania Private 2007 3.3
7 Spatha Chania Private 2007 4.6
8 Chonos Lasithi Private 2008 4.5
9 Mare Lasithi Municipality 2008 1.2
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Development) or via the National Development Law 3299/04 (Min-
istry of Economy) [8].

2.4. Position of the problem: estimation of maximum wind energy
absorbance

Recapitulating the above presented information, one can state
the following:
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– There has been a continuous electricity demand increase during
the last 25 years, hence the corresponding peak power value by
2005 is 570 MW, see Fig. 5.

– The real summer capacity of the existing thermal power units is
approximately 650 MW, while during this period the energy
consumption achieves its maximum value of the year, Fig. 6.

– Besides the remarkable wind power penetration, there is a sig-
nificant interest for developing new wind farms in the island
due to its favourite techno-economic conditions [8].

However, according to official data, a significant wind power
rejection has been encountered in the Crete Island EGS during
the last years, Fig. 2, which in annual basis exceeds the
300 MW h per MW installed. This evolution leads the owners of
the existing installations to considerable financial loss and discour-
ages the new investors, since any wind power addition to the exist-
ing EGS should provoke further diminution of the wind energy
absorption by the local electrical network [14].

This problem was already analyzed by the present research
group on the basis of wind parks operation data [14]. In the present
study an alternative and supplementary approach is developed,
where emphasis is put on estimating the maximum acceptable
wind energy absorption, from the EGS point of view. For this pur-
pose an integrated and reliable numerical algorithm is developed,
able to realistically calculate the wind energy rejection on hourly
basis, using the operational characteristics of the local EGS and
the island wind farms as well as the instantaneous electrical load
demand of the system. The results of this new algorithm can be
compared with the results of the direct calculation method, al-
ready presented and the most recent official wind energy rejection
values available (for 2000–2002), in order to prove its reliability.
Finally, in excess of the direct calculation method, the proposed
algorithm can be extended to simulate the expected situation of
the local EGS in the near future.

3. Proposed algorithm for the prediction of wind energy
absorption/rejection

For the estimation of the wind energy absorption ‘‘N�w(t)” or
equivalently the corresponding wind energy rejection ‘‘DNw(t)”
by the local EGS in course of time, the following information is
needed, expressed as a function of time ‘‘t”:
385 433 481 529 577 625 673 721
f Month

February
August

gust load demand for Crete Island, 2002.
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– The instantaneous electrical load demand of the system, i.e.
‘‘ND(t)”. For example, in Fig. 7 one may see typical electrical load
profiles for February and August of a typical year.

– The technical minima ‘‘Nmin(t)” of the local EGS. The specific
numerical value of ‘‘Nmin(t)” results by the operational charac-
teristics (Table 1) of the existing engines and the corresponding
dispatch order. However, due to the age of the system engines
the assignment of these values includes remarkable empirical
information. In Fig. 8 the distribution of the technical minima
of the local EGS is given as a function of the year month. It is
obvious that the technical minima demonstrated represent a
specific unit commitment for the year under investigation, tak-
ing into consideration the corresponding maintenance and ren-
ovating plan applied by PPC. For the current situation of the
system the corresponding values vary between 70 MW on
March (maintenance period) and 100 MW during summer (full
operation period).

– The instantaneous wind energy production ‘‘Nw(t)” of the island
existing wind parks, excluding any wind energy rejection (only
in case that the wind energy rejection should be also calculated).
The total wind energy system production is the sum of the elec-
tricity generation of all wind parks (imax = 16, for 2004) of the
island in operation (see Table 2), i.e.:
NwðtÞ ¼
Xi¼imax

i¼1

Nwi
ðtÞ ð1Þ

Subsequently, the proposed algorithm named ‘‘WINDENEREJ” is
based on the next four steps:

Step I: For every time point ‘‘t” define the local EGS load demand
‘‘ND(t)” and the corresponding technical minima
‘‘Nmin(t)”.

Step II: Estimate the maximum approved wind energy produc-
tion ‘‘N�w(t)” by the local EGS [22] according to the follow-
ing equations, i.e.:
If NDðtÞ 6 NminðtÞ then N�w ¼ 0 ð2Þ

In this case there is no wind energy absorption by the local net-
work, hence all the wind energy production is rejected.

If NminðtÞ 6 NDðtÞ 6 ð1þ kÞ � NminðtÞ then
N�w ¼ NDðtÞ � Nmin ð3Þ
where ‘‘k” is the upper wind energy participation limit in the instan-
taneous electrical power demand, defined by the local electricity
utility (PPC) in order to face undesirable local network problems
[13,22]. The definition of the limit should be based on an on-line
analysis of the local electrical network taking into account both sta-
tic and dynamic security criteria [3–5,22]. Actually, the limits set
take into account the whole system energy balance as well as the
local transmission constraints of the main system branches. Usu-
ally, the value selected results from the ‘‘in operation” thermal
power units technical characteristics and the time-depending elec-
tricity load profile ‘‘ND(t)”. Moreover, the experience of the system
operator is of vital importance. In most cases, this value is set less
or equal to 30%, i.e. k 6 0.3, although in some circumstances differ-
ent values have been encountered.

If NDðtÞP ð1þ kÞ � NminðtÞ then N�w 6 k � ND ð4Þ

In this last case the wind energy penetration is bounded by the
upper wind energy participation limit ‘‘k” and the instantaneous
load demand of the consumption.

Subsequently, one has the ability to estimate the maximum
acceptable wind energy absorbance ‘‘N�wi” by the local EGS for each
wind park ‘‘i” according to the above described algorithm and the
following relation:

If N�wðtÞP ½Nw1 ðtÞ þNw2 ðtÞþNw12 ðtÞ�
N�wi
ðtÞ ¼ miðtÞ � ½N�wðtÞ �Nw1 ðtÞ�Nw2 ðtÞ�Nw12 ðtÞ� for ði¼ 3 to imaxÞ

and
N�wi
ðtÞ ¼ Nwi

ðtÞ for ði¼ 1; 2; and 12Þ
otherwise
N�wi
ðtÞ ¼ 0 for ði¼ 3 to imaxÞ

and

N�wj
ðtÞ ¼ N�wðtÞ �

NwjðtÞ
Nw1ðtÞ þNw2ðtÞþNw12ðtÞ

for ðj¼ 1;2 and 12Þ

ð5Þ

In order to fully understand the wind energy distribution model
depicted in Eq. (5) one should take into account that:

– The wind parks operating before the law 2244/94 (i.e. corre-
sponding to lines 1,2 and 12 of Table 2) are not obliged to reject
more production than the one dictated by the EGS technical
minima, hence they enter first in the local grid.
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– The wind energy absorbance of the rest wind parks is distrib-
uted officially according to the instantaneous output ‘‘Nwi(t)”
of each wind park and practically according to their rated power
‘‘N�i ”, see Eq. (6).
miðtÞ ¼
Nwi
ðtÞPi¼imax

i¼3 Nwi
ðtÞ

ði ¼ 3; imaxÞ

or

mi ¼
N�iPi¼imax

i¼3 N�i
ði ¼ 3; imaxÞ

ð6Þ

where ‘‘mi(t)” is the time-depending contribution of the wind
park ‘‘i” in the total wind energy generation of Crete Island. For-
tunately, the old (before the law 2244/94) wind parks (i = 1,2
and 12 of Table 2) are relatively small ones (i.e. total rated power
6.6 MW), thus their operation does not seriously affect the wind
energy rejection of the younger and bigger wind parks. Note that
the above described procedure is officially established in cases of
normal operation and it is validated by the accuracy of the cal-
culation results depicted in Section 4.
On the other hand, if the instantaneous wind energy production

is inferior to the corresponding wind energy absorbance (local net-
work problems included), due to low wind speed values in the
wind park area, only the available wind energy yield will be ab-
sorbed and no wind energy rejection will take place. In Fig. 9 one
may find a schematic (qualitative) presentation of the produced
wind energy disposal in the course of time, in order to clarify the
possible operational status of the existing wind parks. In fact one
may find:

(a) The maximum acceptable wind energy by the local electrical
network.

(b) The expected wind energy production on the basis of the
available wind potential.

(c) The absorbed wind energy by the local electrical network.
(d) The rejected (by the local network) wind energy.

In this context one has the opportunity to compare, for a given
period of time, the maximum wind energy approved by the local
EGS with the existing wind parks real output. According to the data
presented, in several cases (4 6 t 6 11 and 22 6 t 6 33) the wind
energy production, due to the low wind speed values, is not able
to cover the local system absorbance capability, while in several
low electrical load demand periods (1 6 t 6 3, 11 6 t 6 22 and
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
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Fig. 9. Schematic presentation of absorbed versus wind energy production, in view of the
34 6 t 6 39) there is significant wind energy surplus, which is fi-
nally rejected since it is not absorbed by the local system operator.
In the same Fig. 9 and in the negative y-axis the real wind energy
production finally absorbed by the local electrical network is also
sited. As it is obvious from the results demonstrated the real wind
energy absorbance is quite lower than the maximum permitted
one, while in several other cases there is no wind energy produc-
tion (low wind speed values), despite the local system capability
of absorbing it.

Recapitulating, the predicted wind energy absorption ‘‘Nr
i (t)” by

the local EGS for the ‘‘ith” wind park is finally given as

Nr
i ðtÞ ¼min ðN�wi

ðtÞ � dNiðtÞÞ;Nwi
ðtÞ

n o
ð7Þ

where additional wind energy rejection ‘‘dNi” is possible due to the
EGS subsystem problems or technical constraints imposed by the
electricity transmission equipment (like voltage and frequency
instability, excess reactive power demand, etc.).

The resulting from Eq. (7) value can be directly compared with
the existing historical data concerning the wind energy amount
forwarded by each wind park to the consumption ‘‘Nf

i (t)”. Thus
one should expect that:

Nf
i ðtÞ ! Nr

i ðtÞ with Nf
i ðtÞ 6 Nr

i ðtÞ for ði ¼ 1; imaxÞ ð8Þ

In fact, any discrepancy ‘‘ei(t)” defined as

eiðtÞ ¼ Nr
i ðtÞ � Nf

i ðtÞ ð9Þ

should be appropriately explained and validated by the local EGS
manager. Similar attention should be paid to the term ‘‘dNi(t)”,
attributed to additional wind energy rejection due to problems of
the network branch, which the wind park ‘‘i” is connected with.
For the maximization of the wind energy penetration in the local
EGS both ‘‘ei(t)” and ‘‘dNi(t)” terms should be minimized or zeroed.
Generally speaking, the following relation should be validated:

eiðtÞ ! min ^ dNiðtÞ ! 0 ð10Þ

In case that Eq. (10) is not fulfilled, the proposed method may
identify any additional wind energy curtailments, resulting by
unexpected technical problems of the overall system.

If the wind energy rejection is necessary to be computed, the
next steps of the algorithm will also be executed, i.e.

Step III: Estimate the total wind production of the island ‘‘Nw(t)”,
[14].
21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

s

maximum wind energy penetration constraints in autonomous electrical networks.
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Step IV: Estimate the wind energy rejection ‘‘DNw” for each wind
park imposed by the local EGS manager, i.e.:
DNwi
ðtÞ ¼ ðNwi

ðtÞ � N�wi
ðtÞÞ þ dNiðtÞ if ðNwi

ðtÞP N�wi
ðtÞÞ

otherwise
DNwi

ðtÞ ¼ 0

ð11Þ
4. Application results-comparison with existing data

4.1. Data preparation

The above presented algorithm is accordingly applied to esti-
mate the maximum wind energy absorbance for three selected
wind parks (corresponding to lines 8–10 of Table 2), on hourly ba-
sis for the 2000–2002 time period, where detailed official data ex-
ist. More precisely, historical data exist for this specific time period
concerning:

– The instantaneous electrical load demand ‘‘ND(t)”, see for exam-
ple Fig. 7.

– The technical minima of the local EGS ‘‘Nmin(t)”, e.g. Fig. 8.
– In case that the wind energy rejection is also needed, one needs

either the theoretical wind energy output of each wind park,
without any wind energy rejection ‘‘Nwi(t)”, or the wind speed
values ‘‘Vi(t)” and ambient density [23] for every wind park of
the island and the corresponding power curves of each wind
park, in order to calculate the expected wind energy production,
in case the wind parks were operating without any barriers by
the local EGS manager.

For comparison purposes only, one may use the wind power
sold finally to the local network (including wind rejection) by each
wind park under operation, i.e. ‘‘Nf

i (t)”.
Thus, one may apply Eqs. (2)–(4) in order to calculate the max-

imum acceptable absorbance of wind energy by the local EGS and
Eq. (5) to estimate the corresponding share of each wind park of
the island.

4.2. Wind energy absorbance calculation results

After presenting the information needed, we proceed to use the
local EGS information to compute via the ‘‘WINDENEREJ” algo-
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Fig. 10. Calculated minimum wind energy rejection vs. rejection valu
rithm the resulting wind energy absorption and the corresponding
rejection, see also Eqs. (7) and (11). For the calculation of the max-
imum wind energy penetration we shall use the hourly distribu-
tion of the system load demand and the corresponding technical
minima for the time period examined. Thus, in Fig. 10 one has
the possibility to compare the calculation results for Achladia
(10 MW) wind park during March 2001 with data measured by
the PPC and the wind park owner. According to the results of
Fig. 10 no remarkable differences are existing between the calcu-
lated and the real wind energy rejection realized by the local net-
work. This fact also indicates that the local network manager (PPC)
applies the normal wind energy penetration (absorption) proce-
dure, while no serious (instability, black out, etc.) problems ap-
peared in the island electrical network, which may lead to
additional wind energy curtailment. Similar conclusions are drawn
from the comparison between the calculated and the realized by
PPC wind energy rejection for the January of the same year,
Fig. 11. At this point it is worthwhile to mention that usually dur-
ing January significant wind energy rejection takes place, due to
the combination of high wind speeds and low electrical load de-
mand of the island especially during nights.

On the other hand, important differences between the calcu-
lated and the realized wind energy rejection are encountered dur-
ing the analysis of the same wind park for October/November
2001, Fig. 12. Taking into consideration that the proposed algo-
rithm is estimating the minimum wind energy curtailment under
the normal operation of the local electrical network, the discrepan-
cies appearing in Fig. 12 may be attributed to the following two
reasons:

(i) The first one implies a decreased ‘‘k” value (lower than 30%
which is normally adopted) utilized by the local electrical
system manager. Actually, during November (t > 304) the
calculated wind energy rejection profile is similar to the grid
realized one, but quite lower in absolute terms. In fact,
according to numerical analysis of the available data, a value
of parameter ‘‘k” equal to 15% or 25% was temporarily used
(see also Fig. 14). In this case the value of ‘‘ei(t)” term of Eq.
(9) is considerable.

(ii) The second type of disagreement can be, more or less, char-
acterized as located wind energy curtailment during specific
time intervals (280 < t < 300) of the examined period.
According to the available information, during mid-October
 Park)
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Fig. 12. Calculated minimum wind energy rejection vs. rejection values realized by Crete EGS during October–November for a 10 MW wind park.
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Fig. 11. Calculated minimum wind energy rejection vs. rejection values realized by Crete EGS during January for a 10 MW wind park.
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of 2001 major operational problems of the local network
have taken place leading to two severe black outs of the
Crete island network. Unfortunately, these problems have
been attributed to the operation of the island wind parks.
Consequently, the island electrical network operator did
not follow the normal procedure and practically ‘‘turned off”
the existing wind parks every time he wanted to stabilize
the electrical system. In similar cases, one should have
known (in advance) the exact ‘‘dNi(t)” profile for each branch
of the network in order to correctly estimate the wind
energy rejection time distribution.

Despite the remarkable discrepancy between the calculated and
the realized wind energy curtailments during the above examined
period, the proposed numerical algorithm may be equally well
used in order to locate any serious wind energy absorption prob-
lem by the local electrical network. In these cases the normal oper-
ation conditions of Eq. (10) are violated and the financial efficiency
of the existing wind parks is further decreased [7,8].

4.3. Wind energy rejection calculation results presentation

In an attempt to estimate the annual income loss of the wind
parks owners, the corresponding wind energy rejection distribu-
tion is also needed. For this purpose one also needs the instanta-
neous output of the island wind parks, Eq. (11). For the
estimation of the wind energy production, we shall use for every
wind park of the island the appropriate analytical power curves.
Accordingly, the results of ‘‘WINDENEREJ” are going to be com-
pared with the results of the direct calculation method [14] and
with the corresponding official data. Thus, applying the proposed
algorithm ‘‘WINDENEREJ” one can calculate the hourly time-
depending distribution of the expected wind energy rejection,
according to the barriers set from the local electrical network
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Fig. 13. Wind energy rejection calculations comparison on daily basis for a typical year.
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manager on the basis of the instantaneous electrical demand and
the operational characteristics of the EGS thermal power units.
As expected, the wind energy rejection is zero during summer
and quite important during the low electricity consumption peri-
ods. Bear in mind that during the last three months of the year
the wind energy rejection may be smaller in size but much more
frequent than the one during the first months of the year. Hence,
we expect rather greater wind energy rejection during October–
December than during January–April.

In Fig. 13 we compare the daily wind energy rejections, result-
ing by the measurements of the wind park owners [14] and the
proposed numerical algorithm for 2001. As a general conclusion,
one may state that up to mid-October the present calculation
method describes well the official data. After the 11th of October
two major black outs of the local EGS took place, attributed to
existing wind parks by the local utility, see also Fig. 12. After that
(and for the next two months) much more strict barriers to the lo-
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Fig. 14. Wind energy rejection calculation resu
cal wind energy penetration are imposed, leading to almost double
wind energy rejection in comparison with the ones given by the
proposed algorithm. After December of 2001, the situation re-
turned to the normal operation.

Finally, for practical reasons, emphasis in put on the monthly
wide wind energy rejection, since the available official data are gi-
ven on monthly basis. Thus, in Figs. 14 and 15 one can compare the
calculation results of the present method with the official data for
2001 and 2002, respectively. From this comparison (Figs. 10–15)
the following conclusions may be drawn:

– There is a fair agreement between the calculations results of the
direct method and the ‘‘WINDENEREJ” algorithm, indicating that
the proposed algorithm can be used to realistically simulate the
wind energy rejection in future operation forecasting efforts.

– Both calculations describe fairly well the official data, although
in some cases remarkable discrepancies appear.
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Fig. 15. Wind energy rejection calculation results, comparison with official data (2002).
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– During summer (June to September) the calculated wind energy
rejection is practically zero, since the local EGS absorbs any
available electrical power to meet the high electrical load
demand.

– There was a remarkable wind energy rejection increase from
6000 MW h during 2001 to 13,000 MW h during 2002 concern-
ing the wind parks under investigation.

– During the low demand periods of the year (October–May) the
monthly wide wind energy absorption is quite limited leading
to significant wind energy rejection/loss, i.e. up to 2000 MW h
per month.

5. Conclusions and proposals

An integrated numerical algorithm, able to estimate the maxi-
mum wind energy penetration in a given autonomous electrical
network is presented. The calculation method developed estimates
the maximum instantaneous wind energy contribution on the ba-
sis of the information provided by the system operator, concerning
the corresponding load demand and the operational status of the
existing thermal power stations. For the prediction of the mini-
mum wind energy rejection one takes into consideration, besides
the operational characteristics of the local system, the island wind
parks energy production without energy rejection.

The calculation results can be characterized as reliable, since
they are based on detailed and long-term data and measurements
and describe fairly well the existing official wind energy rejection
in the course of time. On top of this, one may use the proposed
methodology as an evaluation procedure concerning the wind en-
ergy cut outs by the grid operator and contribute on solving any
argument between private investors and PPC.

One of the most interesting findings of the present analysis is
that the local electrical utility imposes, often, more strict barriers
to wind energy penetration than the analytical model calculates,
in order to eliminate any grid instability problems, usually attrib-
uted to wind parks operation. Thus, a better wind energy produc-
tion management will be possible if the proposed algorithm is
utilized. In any case, the existing (Power Purchase Agreement)
PPA is not violated by the local utility, although during 2002 the
wind energy rejection attained the upper limit of the agreement.
As a result any wind energy investor loses almost 25,000€ per
MW of installed power, a quite higher amount than the one of
2000 and 2001.

Recapitulating, it is quite irregular that despite the considerable
electricity deficit of most Greek islands, Crete included, a significant
wind energy rejection is taking place at the same time. This situa-
tion is going to be worsening during the next years, especially if
new wind power is installed in the islands. In this context, the appli-
cation of an integrated electricity management system, considering
the steady-state and the dynamic grid analysis, should improve con-
siderably the current electrical network management performance.

A future extension of the present study is the utilization of the
proposed algorithm – already well compared with the official data
– in order to simulate the expected wind energy rejection in the
near future and for different wind power and EGS development
scenarios. This new calculation may be used to underline the
importance of the problem for the case of significant wind energy
penetration to the island electrical networks and contribute on
solving the severe problem of the continuously increasing electric-
ity demand on the basis of minimum carbon dioxide production
power stations.
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